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“Closedalso known as oriented strand board, OSB.
Pooling” is used to refer to a pooling
arrangement whereby an independent lessor (the pooler) acquires, funds and maintains a pool of
re-usable assets (which are identified as, and always remain, the property of the pooler) and rents
them to users.
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Wooden packaging is easy to disassemble, allowing parts to be simply replaced or repaired

As a sustainable, re-usable pallet system, underpinning many supply chains, pool pallets carry products
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Supporting reusable packaging – reducing
adhesivesenvironmental impact
Closed poolers operate circular economic models – consume less, re-use more. They focus on
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Wood has a fibrous structure, which contains air; this

The three largest wooden pallet poolers in Europe (LPR La Palette Rouge, Chep and Pooling Partners)
gives it very good insulation properties
account for:
• More than 500m assets globally
• More than 15,000 staff globally

Wood is a solid, reliable material and it can be
protected easily by coating or painting

• More than 1.5bn euros of rental revenue a year
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• Reduced loss of assets

Crates and boxes made from wood are the ideal
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Pooling - a sustainable force for good
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There are many benefits of using wood in industrial
packaging, which include:
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Wood has a fibrous structure, which contains air; this
gives it very good insulation properties
Wood is a solid, reliable material and it can be
protected easily by coating or painting

